Viewpoint adaptation, or 'look-around' capability, is likely to be vital to the success of future immersive multimedia services such as 3D video-conferencing, virtual reality and 3DTV. This paper proposes a low complexity and efficient compression system for multiview images using quadtree disparity estimation and multiview synthesis. Previous approaches to the problem have generally involved the transmission of a coded stereo image pair, usually using fixed block size disparity compensation, along with a pair of dense disparity maps used for intermediate view synthesis. In this work, the quadtree disparity map coded implicitly in the stereo compression process is re-used in the multiview synthesis process. The other map is also efficiently represented using a quadtree structure at low resolution. Improved multiview compression results are presented, along with intermediate views synthesised at the decoder.
INTRODUCTION
Future advances in interactive television, mobile and Internet communications will not only enable a higher quality of service, but will enable new immersive and interactive multimedia services to be supported. One such immersive application is stereoscopic and multiview images and video. Indeed, high quality stereoscopic viewing equipment is already commercially available, and autostereoscopic displays (without viewing aids) are under development .
Previous approaches to the problem of multiview image coding have generally involved the transmission of a stereo image pair, along with a pair of dense disparity maps describing the stereo correspondence between the two images [1,2]. At the decoder these maps are used to synthesise intermediate views between the original images, thus supporting a look-around effect when viewed using appropriate equipment. The tasks of stereo image compression and dense disparity estimation have generally been kept separate.
This paper proposes a technique where the tasks of stereo image compression and the creation of dense disparity maps are partly combined using quadtree disparity estimation, leading to increased compression efficiency and much reduced computational complexity. The paper is organised as follows.
The work described in section 2 attempts to improve the efficiency of stereo image compression by using variable block size disparity estimation, thus reducing the prediction error, whilst keeping the overhead of the increased disparity and segmentation information to a minimum. The quadtree structure, as has been previously suggested [ 3 ] , is found to be an efficient way of representing the segmentation information.
Furthermore, the increased resolution and accuracy of the disparity field around object boundaries allows for the possibility of intermediate view synthesis, a technique normally requiring dense disparity maps produced independently of the compression process. Section 3 demonstrates the results of intermediate view synthesis achieved using disparity maps produced using the quadtree-based disparity estimation technique.
A prediction configuration is used where the right-to-left disparity map is transmitted as part of the compression process, and a low resolution left-to-right map as a small overhead. Finally, in section 4, the conclusions are presented, and areas for further investigation are suggested.
STEREO IMAGE CODING USING QUADTREE DISPARITY ESTIMATION
Previous approaches to the problem of stereo compression have often used fixed block size disparity estimation and compensation [4, 5] , similar to the motion compensation technique used for video coding. However, it has been shown [6] that, for low and medium activity scenes, block based disparity estimation is generally less efficient than motion estimation for the same block size. This is due in part to the change in perspective between the two viewpoints, causing uncovered background to arise at the boundaries of objects across the whole image plane. In '' Dr. L.J.Luo is now with Oxford Semiconductor Ltd, Abingdon, Oxfordshire, UK.
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By splitting large block sizes into smaller ones around the boundaries of objects and in other areas of high prediction error, one would expect the overall prediction error energy to be r,educed. Some overhead is required, however, to convey this extra segmentation information to the receiver. The quadtree structure is a well known and efficient way of achieving this, and has been used previously in image and video coding research [7] . Quadtree disparity estimation has also been previously suggested for improved stereo compression [3], but results have only been presented at very low bit rates and peak signal-to-noise (PSNR) values. In this work, experiments were carried out on several images at a wide range of bit rates. were all of size 352x288 pixels, using the Y W 4:2:0 colour format. The fixed block size was 16x16 pixels, and for the quadtree estimation, a maximum of 16x16 and a minimum of 2x2 was used. Blocks were split if the minimum mean squared prediction error exceeded a predetermined threshold. This threshold was manualky adjusted to achieve different points on the rate-distortion curve. For the quadtree technique to be widely used, some automatic rate control methods would need to be developed.
The left image was intra-coded using standard DCT, quantization and entropy coding. The prediction error was also coded in this manner. The disparity vectors and overhead information was differentially and Huffmain coded using look up tables adapted from the MPEG-2 standard.
The results clearly show the improved compression performance of the quadtree technique over fixed block sizes for the images used in this work. As can be seen from the table, for medium and high bit rates, the quadtree estimation results in a much higher proportion of the bit budget being spent on coding the disparity vectors than for fixed block size methods.
However, this is more than matched by a drop in bits needed to code the prediction residual, and an overall improvement results. At low bit rates, the proportion of bits spent coding texture in fixed size coding is much less, as disparity vectors must be coded in a lossless fashion. The potential savings in using quadtree estimation are therefore negated. Indeed, the overhead required becomes significant. Figure 2 shows an example of the quadtree V-296 decomposition obtained using this technique, with Figure 3 showing the resultant disparity maps of the two estimation techniques. simple stereo image coding, at 27.86 dB, with a few artefacts visible around the edges of the foreground object.
For this experiment, a value of 0.07 bits per pixel was chosen for the low resolution left-to-right map. This compared to 0.41 bpp for the right-to-left map.
A block diagram of the method used for intermediate view synthesis using quadtree based disparity maps is shown in Figure 4 below. 
INTERMEDIATE VIEW SYNTHESIS
For accurate intermediate view synthesis, both the left-toright and right-to-left disparity maps are required, such that areas only present in one image of the original stereopair (occluded areas) can be correctly synthesised at intermediate positions. One idea proposed in this paper is that only one disparity map needs to be reasonable detailed or sharp, and the other can just be an approximation coded at a much lower bitrate. Thus, a low resolution left-to-right disparity map was estimated at the encoder, again using quadtree estimation, and transmitted. The left-to-right and right-to-left disparity maps are produced using quadtree disparity estimation, with one vector per block. For intermediate view synthesis, dense maps containing one vector per pixel are required. To create these dense maps, firstly isolated outliers in the disparity maps are identified and removed. Then each pixel in the remaining blocks is set to the block disparity vector. Next, a median filter is applied to smooth out sharp, isolated discontinuities in the disparity field. This is done based on the assumption that all objects in the image are larger than a certain small size and a reasonable distance from the camera (i.e. not right next to the camera lens).
The disparity fields are interpolated-using a simple bilinear interpolation method, creating a pair of dense disparity maps. A reliability check is then carried out, based on bi-directional consistency in the disparity fields, and unreliable vectors identified. The reliability check is violated if
where T is an integer threshold. T was chosen as 2 in this case.
Finally, the intermediate view synthesis is performed based on disparity controlled projection of the intensity values from the left and right images, using equation (2) below. 
CONCLUSIONS
The work described in this paper has shown that it is possible to use block based disparity maps to achieve reasonable quality intermediate view synthesis. It has also shown that it is possible to use a quadtree structure to efficiently represent the disparity information, and at the same time achieve efficient stereo image compression, with very low overhead required to perform synthesis of the intermediate views between the coded stereo pair. This method shows promise for efficient coding of multiview images, but more work needs to be undertaken in the areas of occlusion detection and outlier rejection. Further work will focus on improving the quality of the synthesised intermediate views, and in using the quadtree structure for possible scalable stereoscopic image compression strategies. The techniques will also be extended to include multiview video compression. Trade-offs between the number of bits spent on coding the stereo image pair and that in coding side information required for good quality multiview synthesis should be investigated.
